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Global REITs (as per EPRA/NAREIT Developed Rental Index Net TR, USD; “Benchmark”) closed the quarter 

up +5.41% (+6.05% in ZAR), outperforming global bonds (FTSE World Government Bond Index) and global 

equities (MSCI World Index) which achieved returns of -5.68% and +5.04%, respectively. REITs however 

underperformed US equities (S&P 500) that were up +6.17% in Q1. Canadian REITs finished tops, closing 

+10.98% higher (see chart 1) followed by US REITs which achieved a +8.76% return. European and Singaporean 

REITs lagged and closed in a negative, returning -4.30% and -0.44% respectively.   .

CHART 01

Q1 GLOBAL PROPERTY RETURNS PER REGION 

Source: Sesfikile Capital, Bloomberg

So…what happened last quarter: President Biden started his job, democrats passed the $1.9 trillion 

coronavirus relief bill by a narrow margin and the UK BREXIT transition period ended. In what was a tough 

quarter for the ‘bears’, US and UK led Covid-19 vaccination efforts as 26-28% of the respective populations 

were vaccinated by end of March and ‘heard immunity’ is expected to be reached by June 2021. In response, 

US 10-year bonds almost doubled from 0.92% to 1.75% and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) upgraded 

global GDP to 6% for 2021 with the US pulling away from the rest at 7% while Europe, which has vaccinated 

around 9.5% of the population is projected to lag at a more modest but still respectable 4.4%. The rotation 

into the reopening REITs continued with “Covid causalities” such as malls, hospitality and shopping centres 

outperforming “Covid beneficiaries” such as manufactured homes and data centres by 12%-18% (see chart 2).

MARKET OVERVIEW
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CHART 02

Q1 GLOBAL PROPERTY RETURNS BY SECTOR 

Source: Sesfikile Capital, Bloomberg

And then there was GameStop…The meteoritic +650% share price rise of the video gaming retailer GameStop 

driven by a band of investors on Reddit forcing short covering spread to the most shorted real estate stocks; 

retail REITs with relatively weak balance sheets including Seritage Growth Properties, Tanger Factory Outlet 

Centers and Macerich had short interest of c.40%, 50% and 58% of total shares in issue at the beginning of 

the year, and, their share prices followed GameStop by rallying +52%, +79% and +110% by end of January 

2021. However, these stocks pulled back in March but still closed +25%, +54%, +11% in the green for the 

quarter. European mall REITs saw similar price action, with heavily shorted Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield and 

Klepierre rising 30% in just a week from 21 January. In similar fashion, UK mall REIT Hammerson experienced 

a short squeeze during March with the price reaching a high of 43p on 16 March, approximately 65% higher 

than the previous month’s close.  

After a relatively quiet three quarters to the end of 2020 corporate action resumed in Q1 with Brookfield Asset 

Management (BAM) acquiring the 40% of Brookfield Properties it did not own for $5.9bn, Blackstone/Starwood 

buying Extended Stay Hotels of America for $6bn and Sands selling its Las Vegas Hotels to Apollo and gaming 

REIT Vici for $6.3bn. Capital raising activity also bounced back with Vici raising $2bn, life science office REIT 

Alexandria raising $1.2bn, central and eastern European industrial operator CTP raising ¤900m via initial 
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public offering on the Netherlands stock exchange to become the second largest industrial property company 

(after Segro Plc) by market cap at ¤5.9bn. Triple net REIT Realty Income, mall REIT Macerich and apartment 

REIT UDR raised $689m, $400m and $305m, respectively. Other slightly more complex deals included 

Welltower ending its relationship with skilled nursing operator Genesis in a deal that will include the disposal of  

42 Genesis managed assets for $680m and paying an $86m lease termination fee, Capitaland Asia disposing 

its development busines to become a real estate asset manager, and Singaporean industrial/business parks 

REIT Ascendas buying 11 European data centre assets from Digital Realty for S$905m. WeWork will also go 

public via SPAC BowX at a $9bn valuation, much lower than the $47bn in 2019. 

Apple Store, Tokyo
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For the 3 months ended 31 March 2021 the Sesfikile BCI Global Property Fund (ZAR) delivered +4.55% versus 

the Benchmark (FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Rental Index Net TR) that delivered +6.05% resulting in an 

underperformance of -1.50% for the quarter.

By region, the fund’s underweight position in US REITs, overweight position in Australia and the average 

cash position of 4.30% contributed to the underperformance. At property sector level the fund’s overweight 

position to life Science Office (-0.49%) and manufactured homes (-0.27%) REITs as well the underweight to 

the malls (-0.34%) and shopping centres (-0.16%) sectors were major detractors to performance. However, 

the underweight position in healthcare and overweight to the self-storage sector buoyed performance 

against the benchmark. In aggregate the fund’s underperformance was driven by the relatively low exposure 

to sectors that benefited from the reopening trade, and relatively overweight in sectors whose fundamentals 

have been accelerated by the pandemic. Below we have the top 3 contributors and bottom 3 detractors to 

first quarter performance: 

CHART 03

Q1 TOP 3 CONTRIBUTORS AND BOTTOM 3 DETRACTORS TO PERFORMANCE  

Source: Sesfikile Capital, Bloomberg

A recap on our approach: Our fundamentals-based investment approach is to be Concentrated in that we 

hold 30-60 stocks relative to the benchmark that has over 300 real estate equities, and Thematic in that we 

spend large amounts of time researching and analysing secular and structural trends in the global economy 

and how those trends affect real estate fundamentals. Ultimately, we want to be overweight sectors and 

REITs that benefit from those themes and have little or no exposure to sectors that will be disrupted or 

affected by those themes over the medium to long term. Valuation is the ultimate arbiter and we also look for 

opportunities in real estate equities that are outside our benchmark.

SESFIKILE BCI  
GLOBAL PROPERTY FUND
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US apartment REITs saw FFO decline 3% in Q4 driven by a 4.3% drop in SSNOI. Rental collections fell 

slightly to 97.3% (down 20bps) while occupancies remained high in the 94-97% range. Releasing spreads 

were bifurcated between sunbelt located REITs (Camden, UDR, Mid America Apartments) at 0-2% while 

coastal apartment REITs (Equity Residential, AvalonBay and Essex) reporting rates of -6% to -14% with New 

York apartments performing the worst due to the de-urbanisation wave that began in Q2 2020. Except for 

AvalonBay, US apartments reinstated guidance with -2.3% FFO growth expected in 2021 on average with 

Sunbelt apartment REITs returning to low single digit growth. German apartments continued their growth 

path by reporting 4.3% FFO growth with Berlin focussed Deutsche Wohnen reporting 1.2% FFO growth 

due to the “Meitendeckel” 5-year rental freeze law that was instituted on 1 January 2020. On 15 April 2021, 

the constitutional court swiftly rendered the law unconstitutional, paving the way for landlords to recover 

foregone rent. Vacancies continued to fall to a 2.4% with DWNI leading at 1.3%. FFO guidance came in at 5.2% 

with sizable upside risk to this forecast due to the reversal of the Meitendeckel. 

Despite record leasing in 2020, Data centre AFFO growth rates were relatively modest at 2.7% driven by 

CyrusOne at 7% and dragged down by Digital Realty at -7.3%. Demand from cloud providers, acquisitions and 

developments drove earnings while we remain concerned about ever eroding pricing power of Enterprise 

leases (leases to Google, Facebook, Amazon) which were flat to negative in 2020. The sector remains on 

the growth path with AFFO growth likely to accelerate to 4.9% this year. Increased data-usage will lead 

to elevated supply in the US being met and vacancies remaining low. However, private capital demand is 

pushing land values up, making developments less accretive. We remain most positive in Singapore where 

the government has placed a moratorium on new data centre developments due to emission concerns, and 

Europe that is much earlier in the cycle. 

The gaming REIT sector is relatively new and came into existence post the Global Financial Crises (GFC). 

Therefore, investors were cautious on the sector as there was limited evidence of its performance during a 

downturn. These business models have proven themselves with 100% rental collections in 2020 and FFO 

growth of 16.3%. Balance sheets of all three REITs remain solid with an average net leverage of 5.5x. The 

gaming sector was among the few not only to maintain dividend pay-outs, but larger caps Gaming and 

Leisure Properties and VICI Properties achieved dividend growth of 3.7% and 7.3%, respectively.

Healthcare REIT results showed significant divergence with senior housing earnings growth down -16.4% 

compared to medical office buildings (MOBs) which reported FFO growth of +0.5% for the quarter. MOBs 

highlighted the sector’s operating stability despite the pandemic with c.100% rent collection. UK primary 

healthcare REITs Assura and Primary Healthcare Properties achieved gains in net tangible assets (NTA) of 

4.5% on average.  Senior housing operations were impacted by a significant loss of occupancy of c.9% y/y, to 

an average of 78%, due to lower demand as covid cases increased and admission bans were instituted across 

states. With an average net debt to EBITDA of 5.7x, the MOB sector balance sheets remain relatively stronger 

than the senior housing focused REITs which ended the quarter at 6.5x.

RESULTS OVERVIEW 
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Industrial fundamentals continued to improve with REITs growing FFO/EPRA EPS by 12.4% and same-store 

net operating income (SS NOI) rents by 3.6%. E-commerce related demand accelerated, resulting in a 20bps 

q/q increase in occupancy to 96.6%. In the UK, H2 2020 leasing volumes were strong growing c.10% y/y and 

recovering from a relatively weaker H1. These tight market conditions have led to pressure on rentals which 

supported cash re-leasing spreads +13.0% on average in Q4. European industrial REITs reported leverage of 

43.0% significantly higher than the North American peers which ended the quarter with c.24% leverage. Most 

industrial REITs provided strong FY 2021 guidance of 7-11% growth with market leader Prologis expecting 

earnings growth of 10.4% driven by SS NOI of 3.8%.

Manufactured homes grew FFO by 7.2% driven by SS NOI growth of 3.0% and a 1.1% increase in occupancy 

to c.97%. The closure of the border between the US and Canada affected demand for recreational vehicle 

parks and caused a drag on results. FY 2021 FFO guidance suggest FFO growth of 15.3% for larger cap Sun 

Communities and 6.5% for Equity Lifestyle Properties in line with market expectations.

Global malls showed -29.6% FFO growth with only three REITs providing guidance in the -13% to +6% range; 

Simon Property Group’s FFO fell 24% within expectations but the share rallied after providing 5.7% FFO 

growth guidance at the midpoint, pan European Klepierre missed estimates by 7% and guided -7.4% growth 

for 2021 with downside risk to this forecast due to Covid-19 lockdowns in France and Italy. Macerich’s FFO 

fell 24.3% and the REIT guided -13.6% growth for 2021 post a $400m capital raise. Rental collections across 

malls closed the year at 86% and accelerated to 90-92% in the US and Australia while falling to the low 80%’s 

in UK and Europe due to reinstated lockdowns with balance sheet LTVs closing out around 40% (range of 

24% to 86%) which appears reasonable. A concerning trend in the results was the 210bps rise in vacancies 

(380-410bps in the US) and 11.3% drop in releasing spreads which could be a key indicator for further rental 

re-basing to come. 

Open air shopping centres fared better at -15.1% FFO growth (US strip centres lagged at -23% FFO growth) 

with collection rates much higher than malls at 93%. Aside from Hong Kong at -2%, releasing spreads remained 

positive at 3% overall but occupancies fell 195bps across the board to with balance sheets remaining at 

reasonable levels of 38% LTV. FFO growth guidance remains negative in the US at -5% for 2021 with 0-2% 

growth expected in Europe and Asia-Pacific. 

Strong demand drove record high occupancy rates of c.98% in the single-family-residential sector. Flat 

earnings growth for Invitation Homes lagged its peer American Homes 4 Rent which achieved 7.3% core FFO 

growth for the quarter.  Rent collections remained resilient throughout the pandemic with Q4 collections 

on average 97%. AMH maintained its solid balance sheet at 4.4x net debt to EBITDA and Invitation Homes 

continues to de-lever its balance sheet reaching a net debt to EBITDA of 7.3x, down 0.8x over 12 months. 

Earnings growth for the sector is expected to average 5.9% for 2021 driven by SS NOI growth of 3.5%.
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On average triple net lease REIT earnings were down -4.9% in Q4. However, rent collections for the quarter 

improved to c.95% on average with further improvements expected as economies reopen. Triple net lease 

REITs traded at a c.40% premium to NAV and as a result acquisition activity increased with REITS increasing 

portfolio sizes by 2.5% during the quarter. US market leader Realty Income acquired 59 assets for $950m 

split roughly equally between the US and UK, at a weighted average cap rate of 5.4%. Australian triple net 

REIT Charter Hall Long WALE REIT achieved 3.6% earnings growth for H1 FY21 and acquired A$697m off 

assets, increasing its portfolio value to A$4.5bn. Balance sheets improved significantly in Q4 with an average 

net debt to EBITDA of 5.3x compared to 6.3x in Q3. 

Offices showed negative FFO growth in the 4-15% range largely led by US Coastal REITs Boston Properties 

and SL Green at -15% and -11%, respectively. These were in line with expectations, except for Dexus (Australia) 

which reported modestly positive earnings growth of 1%. Rental collections remained robust at 92-99%, SS 

NOI positive between 2-4% (except Derwent London down 2.8%) and releasing spreads remained positive 

in the low double digits. European and UK REITs releasing spreads lagged with Paris office REIT Gecina and 

UK based Derwent London reporting 7% growth. Australian, UK and European occupancies remained flat 

while US REIT occupancies fell 340bps, led by New York and San Francisco. New York reached an all-time 

high vacancy of 15.5% indicating further downward pressure on rents ahead. JLL reported an 8.1% drop in US 

office rents and a 18.7% drop in effective rents (includes incentives). Despite the weaker occupier demand 

picture, investors continued to pour money into offices with Kilroy announcing the sale of The Exchange, let 

to Dropbox for 15 years for $1.1 billion at a 4% cap rate and $1,440/sq. ft – the highest price per square foot 

paid for offices in San Francisco.   

Newstreet Square, London
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Is the reopening trade over? Notwithstanding which side you were on the reopening/reflation trade, the 

unavoidable question is if it will continue, or if reversal is on the cards? As with many things regarding investment 

the answer is not straightforward; on one hand, the US 10-year bond rising further to pre-Covid levels of c.2% 

could be justified by higher CPI and GDP growth expectations. Furthermore, retail and hotel REIT share prices, 

a proxy for ‘reopening stocks’ are 10-15% below pre-covid levels while industrial REITs are 23% ahead, perhaps 

reflecting fundamentals. 

On the other hand, those in favour of a reversal could argue that the Fed has stated that no hikes are on the 

cards until at least 2023, BoE is warning about negative rates and Europe will continue to lag in terms of 

economic growth - all which could keep yields low. In addition, hotel REITs are largely still loss making, mall 

earnings fell 23-30% last year, and we have seen vacancies rise at least 210bps while offices may continue to 

suffer from the WFH ‘hangover’ even after everyone has been vaccinated. And, we will continue to have Zoom 

meetings and utilize cloud computing, buy more goods online (US online sales rose 32% in 2020) and demand 

them quicker which should result in elevated levels of demand for data centres and modern warehouses which 

have seen low vacancy rates and market rent growth of  5%. March proved to favour this argument as the 

reopening/reflation trade took a ‘breather’ with malls and hotels closing the month largely flat while single-

family-residential, industrial, and self-storage REITs closed 8.9%, 5.1% and 4.7% higher, respectively. Q1 results 

season which begins this month will be key; REITs trading at high multiples may be punished if they do not 

upgrade earnings’ guidance and beneficiaries of the reopening rally must meet expectations of an inflection 

in earnings from losses to profit, or massive FFO declines to growth. We expect industrial and SFR REITs to 

upgrade earnings while European malls may have to downgrade any expectations due to reinstated Covid-19 

lockdowns. 

Are we too early to start talking about tapper tantrums? The phrase ‘taper tantrum’ describes the surge in 

US Treasury bond yields from 1.68% to 3.04% that took place between the May 2013 and  December 2013 as a 

result of the announcement of future tapering of the Feds policy of quantitative easing. Although the 83bps 

rise in bond yields over the first quarter could be a version of ‘taper tantrum’ we argue that this is return to 

normality, and we should remain vigilant about what could be on the horizon. Using history as a guide global 

REITs returned -9% between the 5 May speech and 31 Dec 2013, underperforming global equites by a whopping 

2374bps. Even more interesting is the wide 3419bps spread between be best and worst performing property 

sectors during that period, indicating that great opportunities may be on the horizon for active investors. Rising 

rates have generally been bad for REIT investors over the short term, but constructive for over the medium 

term as supply often fails to keep up with demand and CPI linked leases escalate faster – a boon to earnings 

growth.

HOW WE SEE THINGS  
GOING FORWARD 
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How do balance sheets, earnings and valuations look? Global REIT balance sheet LTVs are at approximately 

34% across our investment universe with Hong Kong, UK and Australian REITs least leveraged while Japanese, 

European and Canadian REITs have the most gearing. In sharp contrast to our 10-15% expectation of capital 

value declines in 2020, asset values rose by low single digits driven by stimulus packages, low interest rates and 

private equity real estate investors like GIC, KKR, and Starwood that kept trophy assets well bid. We expect this 

trend continue into 2021 with high single digit growth in capital values which will add balance sheet capacity 

in the near term. 

CHART 04

GLOBAL REIT LOAN-TO-VALUE RATIOS 

Source: Sesfikile analysis, company reports, Greenstreet 
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de Bijenkorf Amsterdam
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Valuation wise global REITs currently offer investors a 4.5% FFO yield and 3.7% dividend yield which is a 

250bps spread to global bond yields - the long-term average spread is 244bps implying global REITs are 

close to fair value (see Chart 5).

CHART 05

DIVIDEND YIELD RELATIVE RATIO – GLOBAL REITS VS. BONDS  

Source: Bloomberg, Sesfikile Capital

US and UK economies expect to reach ‘heard immunity’ by June 2021 which should lead to a quicker return 

to normal economic activity which should drastically assist gyms, theatres, restaurants, and the hospitality 

sectors. Due to further lockdowns in Europe, we are however even more bearish on the mall / hospitality 

sectors where earnings downgrades are likely. Property fundamentals in industrial and single-family-

residential sectors are likely to remain strong but higher vacancies in offices and retail are cause for concern. 

In aggregate we have upgraded our FFO/EPRA earnings growth forecasts from 4.5% to approximately 

4.8-5% and maintain the estimate of 6% growth in 2022. The sector has delivered 5.4% in USD in the first 

quarter alone and 9.1% year-to-date (as of 14 April 2021) and a pullback in some parts of the market could be 

warranted. A reversion to the mean dividend yield spread of 244bps would imply a total return in the region 

of 7-8% over the next 12 months. 
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Upper east side, Manhattan
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